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Israel as big supplier of weapons to India

Views From Abroad

M i c h a e l  W i l l i a m

Saturday, June 26, 2010 - The cooperation between Israel and India, with US blessing, is really

destroying the peace and starting a new arms race in south Asia, due to such intensive Israel

Cooperation with India, Pakistan and India came at the brink of war 3 times since 1998. These

arms sales were part of a declared NDA policy to forge an alliance among India, the United States,

and Israel. India is one of the 39 countries with whom Israel has signed “secret co-operative

agreements” to prevent information leaks from joint security projects. India and Israel are two

democratic countries who killed more than I million people on the name of insurgency from 1947

to 2008.

In the 2001-2006 India had purchased arms worth nearly $15 billion from Israel and has been its

largest client for military hardware.2006 to 2009 $9 billion arms purchased by India from Israel.

According to figures released in 2008 by the Israeli Defense Ministry India accounted for 50% of

Israel’s military exports .The report of 1992 to 2001 is available. Brajesh Mishra, outlined a

proposal in a speech to the American Jewish Committee in Washington in May 2003 that India,

Israel, and the United States should unite to combat the common threat of Islamic

fundamentalism. Israel is most probably behind the Kargill war, Indian parliament attack in 2002

and now in Mumbai terrors attacks in 2008 to Accelerating the arms sale to India and safe his

arms industry and destabilized the integrity of Pakistan who is consider great threat to Israel

security and stability? Israel does not have direct conflict with Pakistan. All three serving chiefs of

India have now visited Israel in the last 2 years. From anti-missile systems to hi-tech radars, from

sky drones to night-vision equipment, Indo-Israeli defense cooperation has known no bounds in

recent times. Israel Mossad may infiltrated in Jihad Organization structure through Indian

influence in Afghanistan and helping and training them to safe his defense industry to die down

and start a Proxy war against Pakistan in Balouchistan and in FATA and plunge India and Pakistan

to brink of war . There is already an on-going relationship between Israeli Intelligence agencies

and their Indian counterparts. It is well known that Mossad routinely infiltrates even “friendly”

intelligence agencies and uses them to plant information which helps Israel .Mossad working on

project called A Clean Break. Reason behind defense ties between India and Israel. Pakistan’s

missile and nuclear weapon technologies are main concern to Israel. Pakistani a supplier of

intermediate-range missiles and may be transfer of technology to boost it’s arm industry really

great threat to Israel such countries as Iran, Libya, Saudi Arabia, UAE,and Syria.

India helped Israel during the 1967, Middle Eastern conflict, by covertly sending military

equipment to Israel. Before that in 1963, General Shalfid, Israel Chief of Army staff, visited India
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for discussions with his Indian counterpart In the military field in India’s critical hour of need of

the 1971 war with Pakistan, India sought Israel’s help to supply it with the devastating artillery

weapon, 160 mm mortars and ammunition, exclusively manufactured in Israel.

India embarked on its nuclear tests with the support of the international community, namely the

United States and Israel, because the US desired a nuclear force to balance China as a nuclear

power in Asia and central Asia. Israel benefited from this cooperation—according to some

sources—by being permitted to conduct two nuclear tests on Indian territory, the components

transferred on board an Israeli C130 military aircraft that landed in India two weeks prior to the

tests. India also makes use of its nuclear cooperation with Israel in maintaining qualitative

superiority over its enemy, Pakistan. During India’s 1999 Kargil war with Pakistan, Israel rushed

military support to India, cementing the nascent defense relationship. Israel sent its laser guided

missiles to India during the Indo-Pak Kargil war of 1999, making it possible for the Indian Mirages

to destroy Pakistani bunkers in the mountains. Jane’s Defense Weekly, which gave details on the

supplies. Israel, the scoundrel nation & illegal child of America supplied missiles, portable radars

& other weapons during Kargil War in 1999 as confirmed by Shri Rahul Bedi on BBC and

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles - 8 in 1999 for surveillance purposes (Army) – 20 in 2000 during the

Kargil war UAVs for high altitude surveillance, laser – guided systems and many other items were

supplied within 24 hours. After September 11 attack on the World Trade Centre, and attack on

Indian Parliament Israel has been selling defense supplies to India, just from 2002 to 2008 India

buy more than $25 billion dollars worth weapon and transfer of technology from Israel.

In June 2002 as part of “Operation Parakram,” after the attack on Indian Parliament, Israel

supplied hardware through special planes after a visit by the Director-General of Israeli Defense

ministry. Israel helping the Indian forces in Kashmir and in Maoist area against right of self

determination, Indian version Counter Insurgency. Israeli deputy chief of general staff, Major

General Moshe Kaplinsky, visited J&K, including the 16 Corps headquarters in Nagrota for it

would seem helping India with “counter- insurgency” India has signed a $30 million contract with

Israel Military Industries (IMI) for 3,400 Tavor assault rifles and 200 Galil sniper rifles, as well as

night vision and laser range finding and targeting equipment .Tavor assault rifles, Galil sniper

rifles, and night vision and laser range finding and targeting equipment to kill the innocent

Kashmiri on the name of insurgency 90000 Kashmiri is killed by Indian force from 1988 to 2008

by these weapon from Israel . India buys the counter-infiltration devices Israel uses on Golan

Heights and in the Negev Desert. 4 battalion (3000) was send to Israel for special training against

insurgency in Kashmir Ghatak force.

Despite this, however, it is remarkable that India and Israel managed to come together on a range

of issues, especially the close collaboration between the Indian intelligence agency, RAW

(Research and Analysis Wing) and Israel’s Mossad. While India got tacit help and support from

Israel during its 1962 war with China and 1965 war with Pakistan. India and Israeli defence

officials have initiated work on an unmanned helicopter. Being developed by Hindustan

Aeronautics Ltd (HAL) and Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) unmanned air vehicle division malat.

According to latest report, Pakistan army has captured Israel made weapon in balouch insurgency

and in ongoing operation in Fata and in Swat. Uzi diplomacy to press hard to Pakistan for

diplomatic relation through supporting insurgency and DR A.Q Khan (NPT) matter in Pakistan by

Israel (Jews) lobby to investigate him by FBI. According to JINSA, India has had to significantly

boost its defense budget in order to finance all its new Israeli arms purchases: By 2010 New Delhi’s

annual military budget is expected to reach $100 billion.

Israeli arms experts are also seeking to sell the Arrow II anti-tactical ballistic missile system to

India, which would require U.S. approval due to shared technology in the ATBM system. —The CG
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(Feb 5, 2013) Anonymous said:
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equipment to kill the innocent Kashmiri on the name of insurgency 90000 Kashmiri is killed by
Indian force from 1988 to 2008 by these weapon from Israel "....why dont you say something
about l.e.t,jaishe muhmd,,etc.....

 

(Sept 11, 2013) Anonymous said:

Biggest problem is India itself. they should change the demography and population statistics by
giving free land or infrastructural facilities to other muslims who are from other part of india. This
way, fundamentalism will gradually come to end in Kashimir, as they will not have sense of
belonging by living there and thus less fanatics and docile.
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